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Objective: The aim of the study was to correlate the findings of peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness calculated with optical coherence tomography (OCT) with visual field changes in glaucomatous, ocular hypertensive and normal eyes. ...
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Purpose: To compare the awareness of eye donation and willingness to donate eyes among medical and paramedical students. ...
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Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the number one form of blindness in older adults due to the degeneration of the macula of the eye. Lutein and zeaxanthin are carotenoids that accumulate in the macula and may help protect it from short-wavelength light damage. ...
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Cutaneous Horn of the Eyelid: Anatomoclinical Implications
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Cutaneous horns are relatively rare benign tumors which occur most frequently on sun exposed skin and develop on various types of underlying skin lesions: benign, premalignant and malignant. The treatment of choice consists in the surgical excision of the lesion to healthy tissue. The histopathological examination is mandatory in order to establish the nature of the l ...
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Conjunctival Leaking Bleb after Cross-Linking using Riboflavin and UVA: A Histopathological Study
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Two conjunctival leaking blebs were excisioned to assess by histological methods the cellular effect after corneal cross-linking treatment. Sections were stained with hematoxylin-eosin and immunohistochemistry with the Ki67 antibody. ...